The classical group approach to integer linear programming problems (IP) can be generalized in order to obtain group minimization problems with different computational load and different relaxation.
Introduction
The group theoretical approach for solving Integer Programming (IP) problems introduces a relaxation of the original IP problem; more precisely IP is transformed in an integer programming problem over a cone (IPC) [2, 4, 10] . The thightness of the relaxation introduced and the size of the group are, generally speaking, conflicting goals (i.e. as the size gets smaller the relaxation gets weaker and the group problem is less likely to represent the IP problem).
In the classical group approach the feasible region obtained from IP, dropping the integrality constraints, is usually replaced by the smallest cone containing the region and with the vertex in the LP optimal solution.
It should be noticed that the solution of the group problem (GP) may not only be useful in finding the optimal solution of IP but can also be useful as a lower bound in a branch and bound procedure. In fact if the IPC solution is not feasible for IP, the corresponding objective function is a lower bound of the optimal solution, tighter than the LP one.
The size of the group corresponding to this relaxation is less or equal to the determinant of the optimal basis matrix of the LP problem obtained from IP dropping the integrality constraints.
The computational time needed to solve GP generally increases with the size of the group [8, 9, 10] . In fact GP is an NP-complete problem but can be solved in pseudopolynomial time O(n . a:,), w ere n is the number of variables and amaX is h the largest entry (in absolute value) that origine IP [12] .
One approach to overcome the computational problems is proposed in [9, 10] , where more efficient algorithms to solve GP without modifying the size of the group are presented. Another approach consists in reducing the size of the group, allowing a weaker relaxation.
In order to reduce the size of the group many procedures have been proposed [lo] , all of them based essentially on the reduction of the determinant of the basis matrix. For example [6] presents number-theoretic procedures based on dividing for a suitable constant all the coefficients of a constraint; this procedure reduces the value of the determinant and thus generally the size of the group.
On the other hand, Jeroslow [7] has shown some generalizations of the usual group problem construction, that suggest a different way of reducing the size of the group. Given an IP problem, let {A} indicate the group generated by the columns of the matrix A of equality constraints of IP. The corresponding GPH problem is the minimum cost problem on the finite quotient group ((A} : {H}), where His an (m x 2) matrix of full rank m (m s t) whose columns are elements of {A} (and {H} is the subgroup of {A} generated by H). Of course the size of the group depends on how the matrix H spans A. The classical group approach gives H= B, where B is the optimal LP basis.
The GPH problem can be written as a set of congruence constraints. Generally these congruence constraints are expressed utilizing the Smith Normal Form of H. As stated earlier the GPH problem is in general a relaxation of the IP. For example if His a submatrix of A the relaxation corresponds to dropping the nonnegativity constraints on the variables associated to the columns of H. A simple way of defining a group {H} that strictly contains {B), is to take Has [B: A], when 5 is a nonbasic column of A such that h$ (B}.
The properties of the problem deriving from this definition of H, dropping the nonnegativity constraints on xz, are analyzed in Section 2. In Section 3 an approach based on reintroducing the dropping constraint by a Lagrangian method is presented.
The main result of the paper consists in finding a way to reduce the size of the group with an 'a priori' bound of the distance between the obtained value of the objective function and the optimal solution of the original GP. It is interesting to note that under some conditions the bound is zero, i.e. the two solutions coincide.
A reduced group problem
The problem IP can be written in the following form Proof. This result follows directly from (2.1) and from the expression of the determinant of a partitioned matrix. El
The optimal solution of GPH is in general unbounded. In fact, if c,, #0, then, as xi is only constrained to be integer, .zc= -co; on the other hand if some entries of ?N are negative also zt;= -03.
However, supposing that S,rO, it is possible to give an approximate algorithm to solve GP as follows (let /-xl indicate the smallest integer greater or equal to x): Algorithm 1.
Step 1. Solve GPH with xi=O; let X,.,. be the solution.
Step 2. Given ~,v, find 3; such that the constraint x,=C,,x;,+C2*X~=C~,d-'R(b-N~~~)+C~*X;rI0 is satisfied; the value of XL, that minimize zH, given (2.2), is .2)) can be reintroduced in the objective function of GPH using Lagrangian technique [14] ; in this way a tighter relaxation of GP is obtained.
The new problem (GPL) can be written:
RNx,= Rb (mod 6),
x,,r 0, integer where A ~0 is a scalar, and xi doesn't appear in the constraints of GPL, but is only constrained to be integer. Obviously the optimal value of the Lagrangian is given by L*= max L(i). i b0
Remark that zL*,=L*5$
where z& indicates the optimal solution of the linear programming problem associated to IP.
Lemma 2. A necessary optimality condition for GPL is A = ch.
Proof. In fact (chC2z-ACz2) is the cost coefficient of xi in GPL. As xi doesn't appear in the constraints if the cost coefficient is different from zero the objective function is unbounded. From CZ25 1 the result follows. 0
By substituting the optimal value of A in zL, we obtain
L(l)= mh zL = CNXN
where x, belongs to the feasible region of GPH, and .v; is not constrained and doesn't affect the objective function of GPL. Let (L*,x,$) be the optimal solution of GPL.
Lemma 3. (xi,x,$) leads to a feasible solution (x,,,xk> of GP if (see (2.2), (2.3)) xi 1 T(x)t),

integer. 0
Obviously, as ch C,, L 0, among these feasible solutions, the best one is obtained from:
i; = rf-(x;)l @h = c22( mX.k>l -I)).
It is possible now to give an approximate algorithm as follows:
Step 1. Solve GPL, let x,$ be the solution.
Step 2. Given x,$, calculate 2; (or &,); let iG be the corresponding value of the objective function 3.2. A sufficient optimality condition can now be obtained with the following consideration:
(1) L*cz$. (3) The value of to associated with this feasible solution io is always not better than .zz (zf;~.~o).
(4) If L*=ic, then the feasible solution is optimal for GP (x,$=x,~.,Z~=x~).
Theorem 1. The maximum value of the difference (io -zz) is given by ch.f~=ch~z2( rr(x,$)j -I-(~~~))~~~(c~~-I)s~~(B;-1).
Proof. As (io-~z)~(io-L*), from the expression of io and L* follows the result; remark that the value of ( [xl -x) The result of Corollary 1 leads to a fairly generalization of the classical group approach. In fact, let B be the optimal LP basis of a given IP problem and Hthe set of nonbasic variables with ci = 0 (i E H) in the optimal solution. Following the classical group approach there exists (in the worst case) (iB'i$H') possible equivalent basis matrices and hence the same number of group generators; all the equivalent bases lead to the same solution of the group problem (the same value of the objective function) but the group corresponding to different bases has in general a different size.
As a consequence of Corollary 1 it follows that we can obtain the same solution utilizing, as group generator, the set BUH; the corresponding group size is in this case the greatest common divisor of the determinants of all the equivalent basis matrices, hence considerably smaller of all the determinants of the single basis matrices. However, it must be noticed that if some c, are equal to zero the efficiency of the group approach is in general reduced, because of the possibility to find negative solutions for the basis variables. Obviously the reduction procedures does not affect in any way the probability of negative solutions.
3.3. It is now possible to give a procedure of choosing the column h in order to satisfy (if possible) a given level of approximation. The procedure is based on the following result.
Let u be the maximum accepted value of (io-zg) and &(h) the value of Czz corresponding to a given column h (remember that C,, = (det d ')/(det d)):
Step 1. Given a, find h such that the equation
&(h) 5 (Cl + ch)/ch
is satisfied; let h^ be the result (if no h^ exists it means that it is not possible to guarantee 'a priori' the given approximation).
Step 2. Calculate (xk,&) utilizing Algorithm 2; (ch,Q) is the maximum value of the error (in general less than [c~;(C,~(t;)-l)]). q Note that the same procedure can be applied if we fix the maximum percentage error a'= ((iG-zz)/zz) utilizing instead of zZ the optimal value of the LP associated to the IP (hypothized positive).
Numerical results
The Algorithm 2 has been tested on several problems with both cyclic and noncyclic groups. In the latter case the bound on the group reduction given in lemma 1 guarantees that, also in very small problems, (det d) doesn't collapse to 1; consequently the problem relaxation is not too big and the algorithm performance is quite good: so, in the example 14. and allows a quick computation of the a priori bound in Theorem 1 for several choices of the h-variable. On the other hand, in very small test problems it is easy to obtain large reduction of (det d) and so poor bounds on the difference Zd -z$; moreover, if det d = 1, L * = z& = 0.
The test problem in Table 1 has been devised to obtain some insight on the algorithm performance over a large range of group reductions. A single constraint problem with 11 nonbasic variables is considered (see the tableau on the top of the table). The standard group problem has been solved first. Then eleven experiments have been performed choosing each nonbasic variable as h-variable. The table shows for each experiment the group reduction factor, the value of the objective function and of the variables for the feasible solution of GP obtained with Algorithm 2, the associated Lagrangian lower bound on the optimal solution of GP, a priori and a posteriori bound on the difference ic-zz and the actual difference in absolute and percentage terms.
In the experiments 6, 9, 10 and 11 a negative value of xB is obtained with the proposed rule to compute xl,. In these cases alternative solutions are derived improving xg2 0 instead of xh 2 0 in the computation of xi.
The a priori bound c,,(Czz(h) -1) is reasonably correlated to the actual value of &-zz and gives a good guide in the computationally inexpensive choice of h. In fact choosing h= 1, in correspondence with the minimum value of the bound, the optimal solution of GP is obtained with an half-size group.
In [16] a computer program for the algorithms proposed in this paper can be found, with an analysis of the numerical results for several test problems (Zionts [15] , Haldi, IBM [ 171) and problems arising from some applications.
Conclusions
In this paper some algorithms are proposed for the exact or approximated solution of an IP problem over a cone. In particular some sufficient conditions such that Algorithm 2 leads to an optimal solution, are given. It should be noticed that if some of nonbasic variables of the LP optimal solution have zero cost coefficient, it is always possible to find the optimal solution utilizing one of these columns as column h. A method of finding approximated solutions with a given level of accuracy, is also briefly presented; the crucial point of the method is a fast computation of c22w.
